Introduction
Lel g be a p-harmonic function in the domain A : {, € C : 0 < lrl < 1}, i.e. a weak solution of the equation div (lvcp [-'Vo) : 0 in the domain O C C. The purpose of this paper is to derive a representation formula for g ,, valid in a punctured neighbourhood of z:0, where g is assumed to have a non-removable singularity of the type pole, defined below.
The proof is based on the hodograph method and the fact that g has a p'-harmoni, ((tld + Glp'): 1) stream function, denoted ry', in every simply connected subdomain of O. Some consequences of the representation theorem are derived:
1. Necessary and sufficient conditions for ry' to be defined and C-in O. 2. A representation formula for ry' of the same type as that for g. In [M] , J. Manfredi treats the same problem using a different variant of the hodograph method. There the main attention is focused on analyzing the properties of the mapping ,@) from which the information about rp is extracted. A representation of z(to) identical to the one given here, is obtained in Theorem 3 and a singular expansion of the same form as here is given in Theorem 2. The results regarding the singular expansion are the same in the cases N ) 3 and N : 1 , p ) 2. In the remaining cases the results here go farther.
2. The setup 2.L. Background. Put A : {, e C : 0 < lrl <1}, and let 1 < p < oo.
Suppose g is p-harmonic in O, i.e. 9 ewl"'!@) and (1) l.
for all rl e Co1(0).
Then it is well known that p € Cå': (see [L1] ) and g is real analytic in every subdomainof O where VV* 0 (see [Lt] From the inverse function theorem we get x-r e Cl(x({O <lrl < r})). It then follows from the chain rule that 1-r e C-(X({0 < lrl < r})).
2.2. Construction of the desired mappings. Take r as in Lemma 1 and put Q, -{r,O <lrl < r}. Then Vs and (A(v,,p))l(0(",y)) areboth nonzeroin dt,, xe C(a"u{0})nC-(o,) and 1-1 eC(x(a,u{0}))nC*(x(o.)).
The following construction is illustrated by Later we will also use u : geie : (()-t instead of ( (see Figure 1 ). From the preceding mapping constructions we infer that , : ,(e) and rp :
9(() are well defined and smooth in rr(q6).
Let I and O be as above. Let f' be the image of f in the (-plane. Now, Ö and ,(Co) \ l' are in one-to-one correspondence by construction and / can be defined in a.,(q6) \ f'. Let (o € t,,l(qr) \ f'. There is a neighbourhood I/ of (s and a neighbourhood V' of (l such that the mapping ( r (()N -(' can be defined uniquely as a smooth bijection of V onto V' . z: z(C') then becomes well-defined and smooth near (l : ((o gt,_ @ -1)rN(P-2)Prhe, ?e--eN(P-2)Prhtr.
(5) eee.å ?r,t -,^rfirr-o, ,hee. å,brr+nfirr-o.
Cross-differentiation and elimination yields: Theorem 2. Suppose ? it p-harmonicin f) -and that g has a pole of order .nf -1 at z -0 (.,Arr Theorem 3 of [Ar1, p.92] , yields that { is well defined i" {(s', 0'), q' > qå}.
To be able to define r/ in O6 and o(q6) we must in general make a cut in each one of these domains in order to make them simply connected (see [Ar2,  From the Chaplygin system (4) we see that lbp: -e-N(p-z)t'9e, and thus for m)Lweget !*r*rr, : * Ir'" "*r(e, -ise)"-i*' d0 : "*-(ft**@) + ma*(p1) -o,m(* * IV P*)r'(\* §'-)' + a-rn(m -II P--)eN(t-P-',")F, *,r-*rr, : Ao"N(P-\r". Remark. In the case where r/ is single-valued it has a pole at z :0 of the same order as the pole of r,r. This is seen by substitutitg p'f(pt-L) for p and (pt)tl(P'-r) for p in (24).
We can also derive the following converse of the extended representation theorem.
Theorem5. Let N ) 1, 1<p< oo and {A*}å:-x+r CR besuch that A-ya, * 0 and {A^pNB-}ä:-an+, is bounded for some p ) 0, Let {r,"}ä=-r+r C [0,2tr) where 9o : 0.
Define Z*(Q,O) as in (6) The proof of this is analogous to the proof of Theorem 6 in [Ar2] and it can be found in [J, p. 22-25 
